
James Gillespie’s High School Parent Council  

Minutes 12th January 2016 

Attendance : Alison Platts, Alastair Philp, Karen Finlayson, Ailsa Macintosh, Graeme Davis, Karen 

Halliday, Tanya Potter, Robbie McVeigh, Connie Smith, Shelagh Shields, Elke Versmessen, Gillian 

Clarkson, Donald J Macdonald (HT), Iain Porter (DHT), Cath Downie (Chair), Anna Christal, Pam 

Billina, Ruth Tiplady, Alison Macleod ( Secretary ), Graham Newell ( CL PE), Laura Stewart (CL 

Science) and Ian Coltart (CL Science) 

Apologies: Lucy Norris and Julie-Ann Sime 

 

1. Welcome & apologies 

Cath Downie welcomed everyone to the meeting and apologies were received. 

2. CEC Community Sports Hub 

Graham Newell spoke to the PC about the possibility of JGHS becoming a Community Sports Hub. 

A Sport Scotland video was shown about Sports Hubs. Sports Hubs are a Sport Scotland initiative 

where local clubs can be based. JGHS has the opportunity to become the next community sports hub 

in Edinburgh. Currently the PE department offer a wide range of activities within the broad general 

education and fifteen plus extra-curricular clubs. Some of these clubs are already linked to outside 

clubs. Becoming a hub brings with it extra funding and the aim would be to use this to improve the 

qualifications of volunteers and senior pupils who help out on programmes. Staff members lead 

clubs but staff may move on and leadership is lost. It is hoped that through becoming a community 

sports hub that the community club attached to the programme will be able to provide coaches so 

there is always continuity. Outside clubs have expertise which can be used to upskill the staff already 

involved and this leads on to improve performance. To become a community sports hub an 

application has to go forward to the council (to Cllr Paul Godzik). If the application was successful it 

is hoped that the new sports hub would open on site coinciding with the opening of the new PE 

facilities. A parent asked if this could provide motivation for more teenage girls to take part in sport. 

GN said there should be more opportunities to take part. A question was asked about finance. GN 

said there would be money incoming from the Sports hub funding. DJM explained that the hub 

would enable JGHS to have more control over the facilities in the evening. Facilities will be available 

at the weekend for community use. There would also be a security requirement. GN pointed out 

that previously the PE facilities had lets with people who were unknown to the school but this would 

be not be the case now. GN pointed out that outside clubs are already really positive about this idea. 

Alison Platts who is involved in Nubock volleyball club said that they were already involved in a hub 

and this was a very positive experience. GN explained that the application is not a competitive 

process. A letter needs to be sent to the council outlining reasons why JGHS should become a 

community sports hub. Support of the PC is also needed for the application. CD asked the PC if they 

were in support of JGHS becoming a Community Sports Hub and this was agreed. DJM, IP and GN 

will draft a proposal and an additional letter supporting this would come from the PC. Alison Platts 

and Anna Christal offered to help draft this letter.  Action: Alison Platts & Anna Christal 

 

3. Minutes of last meeting (1st December 2015) 



Council budget: item 4   

CD drafted a reply and received some comments. Reply has been sent on behalf of the PC. CD cc’d 

lots of councillors in her reply to council. She received a personalised reply from Andrew Burns who 

corresponded on several points. PC suggestions re revenue raising could not be undertaken because 

there would need to be legislation for this and this would have to come from the Scottish 

government. The next step would be to write to our MSPs requesting that CEC have more ability to 

raise funds. There was support for a PC letter to MSPs. Action: PC should write collectively to MSPs 

about this. It was discussed that in addition to our MSPs, we also have an MP so he should be 

contacted too. CD to draft a letter for this. Action: Cath  

Other PCs supported our letter to CEC and idea was suggested that they be brought on board re 

contacting their MSPs also asking for changes in the legislation. It was discussed that there is 

currently a petition against these cuts on social media at change.org petition Edinburgh council 

music cuts if other JGHS parents want to sign it.  Action: All 

Lighting 

DJM has been investigating the lighting up of the school at night. Some of the sensors were found to 

be faulty and when they were switched on they were staying on. These have now been changed. 

Please keep the feedback coming re lighting. DJM suspects that some of the sensors are still faulty. 

During the week the building is used 24 / 7. Keeping an eye on lighting particularly at weekends 

when the building is not being used would be useful. A parent mentioned that there were definitely 

lights on over New Year. DJM and PC keen to sort this matter in an environmentally friendly age. Any 

information from parents re lights being on overnight should be sent via e mail for the attention of 

David Anderson (Business Manager).  Action: All 

Safe routes to school  

Alistair Philp reported that a favourable meeting had taken place about this and that there should be 

some future update on this matter. 

 

4. Science curriculum 

Laura Stewart and Ian Coltart (Curriculum Leaders of Science) gave a presentation to the PC. 

The presentation started with an overview of the faculty. The Science Faculty is the largest faculty 

with 16 staff (of which two are currently on maternity leave, three PhDs, one HT and two CLs). There 

are four technicians who manage and organise resources, and play an important and essential role in 

keeping the faculty running. There are now ten teaching labs, one academy lab used for AH pupils 

and a computer suite. Staff are very pleased with the new facilities and also appreciate additional 

funding from PC. 

There are many pupils involved in the Science Faculty and staff consider them a great asset. They 

contribute a lot to the dept. for example through useful feedback and helping out at coursing 

evenings. The Science faculty is a strong faculty within JGHS. 

S1 & S2: pupils cover six topics in each year, two for each science subject. All level 3 outcomes & 

experiences are covered by the end of S2. Homework and assessments: assessments take the form 

of short tests at the end of each sub-topic. Gentle experience at exam style questions and formative 

assessment is used. Lab skills are covered in each of the topics. For progression into S3 pupils are 



encouraged to take the subject they enjoy most. All three subject courses have a similar level of 

literacy and numeracy. There is a chance to pick all three sciences.  

S3 & 4: all pupils have the opportunity to achieve at the highest level i.e. N5. Everyone is aiming for 

N5 and pupils are encouraged to access N5. There is a little bit of setting in Science. Staff look at the 

information re pupils and try to put pupils together in similar pace sets. Importantly all classes will 

still cover the content for N5 exam but working at slightly different paces. Course content: three 

general topics within each science N5 course. Information about course content can be found on the 

new JGHS science information page on the website. Homework increases a bit from S1 & 2. 

Assessment structure: mandatory assessments are carried out internally and give N4 level pass, 

which also allows pupils to sit N5 exam. Assessment structure has a written assignment. Online 

learning environment: both Edmodo and OneNote are used to enable communication directly with 

teachers.  

S5: both N5 and Higher qualifications are offered. Pupils achieving N4 have the chance to do N5 in 

S5. Passing N5 with A & B grade will be fine for Higher if working hard. Passing on C at N5 it is 

generally the case that pupils will struggle with Higher from the beginning. If they do struggle, pupils 

can resit N5 to achieve a higher grade pass and can then move on to do Higher in S6. 

S6: progression depends on what pupils have previously achieved. AH is offered in all subjects. Crash 

courses are also offered in S5 and S6. S6 year is usually the more advisable time for a crash course 

rather than in a pupil’s higher year. To undertake a crash course teachers are looking for a student 

who has done well in other sciences and has built up a good skill base. The school website also has 

more information on course content and direct links to SQA.                                          

Homework and assessments: same homework structure and NAR assessments. The faculty provides 

study and assessment support. N5, Higher and AH have an assignment as part of the required 

coursework. When undertaking this pupils are not allowed to come in with a draft but they should 

be working on these at home. Resources used include Edmodo, BBC Bitesize, Scholar and revision 

guides. Textbooks can be text heavy and as a result revision guides can be more accessible. The 

Science Faculty is a very open faculty and pupils are encouraged to come and ask for support. 

Parents are asked to encourage pupils to seek help from their teachers in school.                                                                                                                           

Wider achievement within Science: Nuffield Project – one or two pupils a year complete this; CREST 

award; ‘Get energised’ Challenge for junior pupils. Outside the classroom, experiences include trips 

to the zoo, botanical gardens, observatory, Heriot Watt University, and a trip to Cern to visit the 

particle accelerator. 

A parent asked about future aspirations of the faculty. IC said that although Chemistry has been 

through the new Cfe Higher last year, Biology and Physics were doing the new Cfe Higher this year 

for the first time. The key faculty aim currently is to maintain the high standard of results in external 

exams, which should then be a strong footing for moving forward. Establishing new courses was very 

important and currently a key focus. One aspect being considered is bringing in a Lab Skills course (a 

respected qualification) which would be particularly suitable for those who fear exams. Currently 

however staff are concentrating on establishing new courses and dealing with the amount of 

assessment involved. The Science Baccalaureate is completed by a few people each year within the 

faculty. It offers a very different experience. Unlike AH projects, baccalaureate projects involve 

pupils bringing together science knowledge and social interest. Lots of different projects have been 

undertaken in the past. The baccalaureate is undertaken in addition to AH and the extra project is a 

lot of work. The course is pupil led and requires self-motivation and drive. It helps to build 



interpersonal skills and pupils who do it, and do it well, get a lot from it. Pupils who choose it usually 

have a specific interest which they develop into a project. A high level of independence and passion 

is needed from a pupil who undertakes this course. A parent spoke positively about the use of past 

paper questions in S3 science subjects. 

5. Events group  

KF reported that the raffle at the Usher Hall raised just under £700.  Some really lovely prizes were 

donated by local businesses and their names have been included on the school website. On Wed 3rd 

Feb a pub quiz for Parents and Staff is planned at the Links bar. This is an opportunity to encourage 

parents and teachers to socialise together. Cost to take part will be £10 and the venue can take up to 

40 people. KF has contacted Ben Lewis and will contact Ben again and ask him to encourage staff to 

come along. A community spirit can be difficult to engender due to JGHS split sites and it was hoped 

this event will promote community spirit. The plan is to have teams of five or six people and team 

members will be allocated on the night. A start time of 7.30 pm was agreed. Parents thanked KF for 

organising this. 

6. Head Teacher’s report 

Building work 

The building work is on schedule. 2pm July 15 2016 is when the keys of the final buildings are due to 

be handed over. DJM has had an opportunity to visit the two new buildings and found them bigger 

than he had expected. The possibility of retaining Darroch for the future was discussed. This was 

discussed in the light of information from CEC re rising rolls within Edinburgh and projections for 

future provision. DJM felt it was reasonable for the PC to ask the question about keeping Darroch 

open on a limited basis should numbers go over, rather than mothballing it. There are the issues of 

catchment numbers and JGHS as the home of Gaelic provision. CD agreed to write to Paul Godzik 

and Alistair Gaw (who is in an acting role) on behalf of the PC. Action: Cath 

All secondary schools in CEC are projected to be full to capacity by 2022. Discussion followed which 

included the following points - based on its location, is it reasonable that Darroch could be used 

collectively by Boroughmuir, JGHS and St. Thomas’s? Given the costs of security in addition to other 

costs could Darroch be kept in operating mode? What are the council’s plans re capacity and also re 

provision for Gaelic? Has there been any discussion re bringing S6 pupils together to do more 

minority subjects? DJM pointed out that a travelling column is currently offered in the senior school 

which brings together Firrhill, Boroughmuir, Liberton, Gracemount, St.Thomas’s and JGHS. PC to ask 

about council plans.  

Staffing 

Richard Dearsley (Music) has left to take up a new post in the private sector. Four applicants have 

now been short listed for this post. Peter O’Connor has gone to Tynecastle as acting Curriculum 

Leader for Languages. This is a maternity cover position and he is due to return to JGHS at the end of 

the summer. Morag Hanson is Peter O’Connor’s replacement. She was previously at JGHS and is a 

well-qualified replacement. Miss Gray in Biology has gone travelling and the current temporary 

replacement has proven to be an excellent addition to the teaching staff. Miss Inglis (Modern 

Studies) has an ongoing health issue and will be back as soon as she is able to resume with us. 

Classes have been re jigged so that exam classes have continuity. It is proving difficult to get a 

Modern Studies teacher. Mrs Westerman, who has been off since October with health issues, is 

hoping to begin a phased return to work next week. 



Prelims 

S4 prelims started this week. Darroch has been a very good centre for the prelims. Senior pupil 

prelims start next week. 

Trips 

Ski trip had an excellent, successful trip. Spanish exchange pupils will be arriving at the end of Jan 

and the South Africa trip will be coming up in February for S6 (70 pupils going ).  

Course choice evenings  

S2 course choice evening taken place recently. The change in format has been well received. The 

new format is a shorter presentation and then parents go to speak to staff re specific subjects. 

Thought to be helpful. 

Fundraising 

Fundraising by the Events group at the Christmas concert was much appreciated. Allocation of PC 

funds raised to different departmental requests: CD reported that Julie – Ann Sime is setting up a 

doodle poll to determine the allocation. Action: Julie-Ann 

Fire alarms  

Five or six fire alarms have gone off since the start of session in August. Two of these were due to 

food being overheated in the dining room. There were then two or three close together. Last 

Thursday the mood had however changed and pupils seemed fed up with being outside yet again. In 

this situation staff have to keep calm. Staff will be checking stairs near alarms. Covers for fire alarm 

points are being looked into which will emit an alarm when the cover is lifted. It is irritating that fire 

alarms are being set off but staff will work through it. CCTV was previously in the plan for the new 

building but was removed. There are external CCTV cameras outside the building. DJM will inquire 

about the possibility of having them in the new buildings which are not yet completed. Assemblies 

will be used in school to emphasise the cost of the fire brigade being called to JGHS, not just financial 

cost but also putting others’ lives at risk. Action: DJM 

7. Date of next PC meeting: Tuesday 8th March, 7.00 pm, Malala library 

8. A.O.C.B. 

CD received an e mail from the National Parent Forum Scotland. They are running an anti-bullying 

workshop for parents and any parents interested in this should register on the website. 

Discussion followed about which faculty parents would like to hear from next at the PC meeting. It 

was agreed to ask Ryan Irvine from the Languages faculty to make a presentation. Action: DJM 

Extra-curricular clubs: A parent asked if there was a way in which the PC could help with promoting 

extra-curricular clubs?  Some pupils moving up to S1 are currently involved in primary school in a 

Lego League club. Is there a possibility of this club being set up to run in S1? Discussion followed 

about S6 involvement in clubs. DJM mentioned that this had happened less during the years of the 

split campus but it was hoped that when all were back on one campus that this would pick up again. 

 


